Abstract-We present some solutions to handle two problems commonly encountered when dealing with fine grain parallelization on multi-core architecture: Expressing algorithms using a task grain size suitable for the hardware and minimizing the time penalty due to Non Uniform Memory Accesses. To evaluate the benefit of our work we present some experiments on the fine grain parallelization of an iterative solver for sparse linear systems with some comparisons with the Intel TBB approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the commoditization of multi-core processors in clusters, the inter-node parallelism expressed by HPC applications needs to be complemented by a finer-grained parallelism that takes advantage of shared memory at the intra-node level. The fine grain parallelism means that we can exhibit new levels of parallelism by parallelizing some operations that are usually done sequentially. Usually it consists in parallelizing some algorithms performed inside a MPI process by using several cores of a cluster node. Indeed, by taking advantage of the shared memory at the node level, some algorithms are then parallelizable, whereas they could not be efficiently parallelized using the static partitioning of data and communication overhead imposed by a distributed memory framework (e.g., MPI).
Some popular shared memory parallel frameworks like Intel TBB [1] , Cilk [2] or OpenMP 3.0 [3] propose programming models that considerably alleviate the fine grain parallelization in a shared memory environment. Those models rely on the use of a scheduler that dispatches the computation tasks at runtime on the available cores of a cluster node. The simplest form of fine grain parallelism consists in splitting independent works done in a loop among the cores. More complex algorithms require to expose the parallelism as an Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) where each node is a task that consists in a group of operations that can only be computed once all its predecessor tasks have also been completed. With such a computational task graph approach, the work that belongs to the developer is to describe the computations as a collection of tasks and to give the set of predecessor and successor tasks for each of them. The runtime scheduler is then in charge of launching tasks on the hardware and achieve a good load-balancing.
Nevertheless, these programming models lack some features to handle efficiently some important classes of problems. Indeed, very often two crucial problems have to be addressed in order to achieve an efficient fine grain parallelization:
• The first one is to obtain a correct task grain size for a good parallel efficiency: A too fine parallelism grain leads to bad performances caused by the task management and scheduling overhead, while a too coarse grain does not provide enough parallelism for the hardware capability and causes load balancing issues.
• The second problem is to take into account the Non Uniform Memory Accesses (NUMA) that are caused by the time penalty when a core needs to access some data that are not physically located on a memory bank directly linked to its socket. Therefore, the physical location of memory allocation needs to be carefully driven to match the task scheduler policy in order to minimize these time penalties.
In this paper, we present some solutions to address these two problems at the level of the programming model. Our main motivation is that we want a programming model that adds as few programming effort as possible beyond a natural task based parallelization of an algorithm (using TBB for example) to obtain a better efficiency by taking care of NUMA and task grain size.
To evaluate the benefit of our work we present some experiments on the parallelization of an iterative solver for sparse linear systems. A popular approach to solve large sparse linear systems of equations is a Krylov method (such as GMRES or Conjugate Gradient) preconditioned by an incomplete factorization (see [4] ). This is often the most time consuming part of a numerical simulation. The usual way to parallelize this kind of solvers is to use a weaker form of the preconditioner in parallel by preconditioning subdiagonal blocks of the matrix: The subdiagonal blocks are usually obtained thank to a partition of the adjacency graph of the matrix. Outside the preconditioner, the operations required in a Krylov method are vector operations (mostly BLAS1 type like dot products or AXPY) and matrix vector products. Those operations are naturally dealt with parallel loop splitting (e.g., parallel for in OpenMP). In this paper, we have chosen to focus on the fine grain parallelization of the ILU preconditioner. In this case, more levels of parallelism can be obtained because the factorization and triangular solves of a submatrix can be parallelized on several cores. Incomplete factorization and associated triangular solve of a sparse matrix is a problem that is well representative of the difficulty that one can encounter with fine-grain parallelization: The fine grain description of these algorithms is natural. However, in practice a straight task based parallelization using TBB or OpenMP does not deliver good speed-ups because of the very low computational cost of a task and the NUMA effect when accessing the coefficients of the matrix and vector. In the experiment results, we will evaluate our programming model on those algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II expresses the problem statement of task grain tuning, NUMA effect and then discusses existing and past works related to these problems. Section III explains how we propose to improve existing task based programming models to deal with these problems. Section IV shows the benefit of our work on the fine-grain parallelization of an ILU(k) factorization and the triangular solves associated with the sparse LU decomposition of the matrix. Sections V and VI present experimental results on a NUMA platform compared to TBB (OpenMP has very similar performance on those problems). Section VII concludes the paper, and presents ongoing and intended future works.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The principle of using tasks to express the potential application parallelism in an abstract way, independent from available hardware resources, was once popularized by tools such as Cilk [2] . The widespread availability of multi-core processors recently revived the popularity of task scheduling frameworks [5] as exemplified by tools such as Intel TBB [1] and OpenMP 3.0's task support [6] for regular multicore platforms, or StarSs/OmpSs derivatives [7] as well as StarPU [8] and X-Kaapi [9] for heterogeneous platforms.
Most frameworks for multi-core platforms don't handle memory locality, some try to improve data locality between tasks by leaving the user with the choice of the next task to schedule (e.g., continuation in TBB). In the case of a task scheduler for heterogeneous platforms, data need to be moved to the target platform. Therefore, in this case, the scheduler must know which data are used by each task to move them at the right time. Unfortunately none of these schedulers care about NUMA in their scheduling algorithms to reduce the overhead of data movement.
Several related works have been conducted in the past to address the issue of adapting the task grain size to the amount of available computing units. Many related works partially address this grain size issue by promoting cacheoblivious techniques for a specific class of applications such as recursive, divide-and-conquer codes or recursively partitioned loops [1] , [2] , [5] , [9] , [10] .
Works such as the SCOOPP framework [11] provides means for the applications to control the task grain size. However, the grain size selection issue is still up to the application programmer.
On the theoretical side, general task scheduling has been heavily studied for a long time now [12] , [13] . Works on task grain adaptiveness have been scarcer, but do exist. The work presented in this paper is built on grain-packing [14] and task clustering [15] past works.
III. TASK-GRAIN TUNING THROUGH GUIDED AGGREGATION
To solve the granularity problem, several possible approaches exist. We could enable task parallelism only when cores are idle. For example, X-Kaapi [9] uses this approach with its adaptive task model. This is a very good solution with parallel loops or tree task flow. However, in the general case, the user needs to define a function that splits the task flow graph into two complete parallel parts, which is not always possible.
Another possible approach, as given by Capsules [16] , requires the user to define several grain sizes. The runtime then chooses which grain best matches the current situation. The application programmer must therefore design his/her application while having these multiple granularity levels in mind, which may prove difficult to realize or express in an abstract way in the code.
Our approach is different. From the finest-grained DAG, we build a coarse-grained DAG after the machine topology layout and the run-time state using an aggregate operator on subsets of tasks. Our default aggregate operator just serializes the function called within all merged tasks. But the aggregate operator itself is user programmable by overloading the aggregate method of our task class. Indeed, it is often interesting to redefine this operator: For example, instead of calling sequentially several functions that depend on a parameter i, it is more efficient to use a single function call that loops on the list of i parameters.
Several possible aggregate operators are experimented later in this paper. Those aggregate operators are called from a dedicated framework called Taggre, which interfaces with existing low-level task schedulers. Taggre expects a fine grain task DAG as input. It then returns a coarser DAG as the result of applying the selection of aggregate operators on the contents of the fine-grain DAG.
A. Aggregate operator algorithms
As a proof of concept, we have defined several heuristics that coarse the DAG to change the task grain size. Multiple heuristics may be chained together to further coarsen the 
1) Sequential (S):
This is the most straightforward algorithm. We aggregate tasks having a single predecessor with their predecessor, if such a predecessor has a single successor (Fig. 1) .
2) Front (F): This algorithm takes one argument which is the maximum number of tasks per depth level. We call this number N . The basic idea of this algorithm is to limit the number of simultaneously available tasks and thus to limit the oversubscription of computing units. To do this, the Front algorithm implements a breadth-first traversal of the DAG. During the traversal, it aggregates tasks of same depth to build up to the maximum of N coarse tasks of similar computation time (e.g., grain size) per depth (Fig. 2) .
3) Depth Front (D):
This algorithm expects one argument which is the maximum number of fine grain tasks aggregated into a coarse grain task. We call this number M . The main idea of this algorithm is to aggregate a task with some of its descendants, up to the limit M . For that, the algorithm performs a breadth-first traversal of the descendants of a task to aggregate up to M tasks together. However, during the traversal, each new level encountered is sorted, from the task having the highest number of predecessors in the current aggregate being built, to the task having the least predecessors in this aggregate. The rationale of this heuristics is to favor aggregating tasks that are more tightly connected in the DAG (Fig. 3) .
The first loop of Algorithm 1 is a loop for each level of the coarsened DAG.
The second loop is a loop over tasks of the same level in coarsened DAG. Other tasks will be aggregated to these tasks in the third loop, we call them Master and they will be kept in the final DAG.
The third loop is the aggregation loop, we aggregate tasks descendants of the Master task to it. 
Algorithm 1 Depth Front

4) Continuation Oriented (C):
The Continuation Oriented algorithm is an aggregation method which improves serial accesses to data inside an aggregated task. For a 3D cube, it's equivalent to putting tasks with the same (x,y) coordinates together.
IV. APPLICATION TO A SPARSE LINEAR SOLVER
To illustrate the benefit of aggregation, we propose to study the parallelization of an iterative solver for sparse linear system. A popular approach to solve large sparse linear systems of equation is a Krylov method (like GMRES or Conjugate Gradient) preconditioned by an incomplete factorization (see [4] ). This is often the most time consuming part of a numerical simulation. In this method there is two major operations, the first step is the ILU matrix factorization and the second step is the triangular solve. Outside the preconditioner, the operations required in a Krylov method are mostly BLAS1 operations and matrix vector products which naturally dealt with parallel loop splitting. In our experiments, we focus on the fine grain parallelization of the ILU preconditioner; that is to say the factorization of the matrix (done once per system solve) and the triangular system solves (done once at each iteration of the system solve).
Both of those algorithms (factorization and triangular solve) can naturally be represented as a task graph. For example in the factorization a task corresponds to the factorization of a matrix row and the dependencies are directly given by the non-zero pattern of the matrix. Indeed, to factorize the row i, we need to factorize all the rows j lower than i such that the entry (i, j) is non-zero. Therefore the DAG description is easily built from the non-zero pattern of the matrix: the task i corresponds to row i of the matrix, the predecessor tasks of task i are given by the column index of non-zero coefficients before the diagonal in row i and successor tasks of task i are given by the row index of nonzero coefficients below the diagonal in the column i.
Incomplete factorization and associated triangular solve of a sparse matrix is a problem that is well representative of the difficulty that one can encounter with fine-grain parallelization: The fine grain description of these algorithms is natural, but in practice, a straightforward task based parallelization using TBB or OpenMP does not deliver good speed-ups because of the very low computational cost of a task and the NUMA effect when accessing the coefficient of the matrix and vector. In the experiment results, we will evaluate our programming model on those algorithms.
Our testing machine is composed of two Intel Xeon X5570 (Nehalem) 4-core sockets with 24 GB RAM (12 GB per socket) running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.2 with a Linux kernel 2.6.18. The compiler used is Intel C++ compiler XE 13 with level 3 optimizations. The back-end task scheduling runtime is Intel TBB. We obtain comparable results using OpenMP tasks.
We perform the tests on two linear systems. The first one, Cube 100, is a system obtained from a 7 points discretization scheme (e.g., finite volume) of regular 3D cubes with 100 points along each dimension. It is a scalar system; each row of the matrix is a vector of coefficients stored in double precision. The second one, SPE10, corresponds to a 7 points discretization of a reference problem from petroleum industry [17] . In this case each entry of the matrix is a small dense block (3, 3) of coefficients stored in double precision. Due to the geometry of the problem, for Cube 100, the task dependency graph is very regular whereas it is an irregular one in the SPE10 case. The characteristics of the matrices are listed in Table I . The test protocol is the following:
• Each test is run three times, the final retained result is computed as the average of the three measured results.
For each test, we collect three different timings: factorization time, triangular solve time, and aggregation time.
• We perform the tests on a single socket (using numactl -cpunodebind) and on two sockets.
• We test two orderings (set of row/column permutations): A natural ordering which corresponds to no modification on matrix structure where unknowns are sequentially ordered by plane along the geometric z axis (this leads to a perfect seven diagonals pattern for Cube 100) and a nested dissection [4] ordering which exposes more parallelism.
• We test three levels of ILU(k) fill: 0, 1 and 2. The level k of ILU(k) preconditioner determines the level of fill of the matrix. In others words, computation per line and the number of dependencies between tasks grow up with a greater k. Table II gives the number of edges resulting in the DAG of the factorization (triangular solve DAG has a similar number of edges) for ILU(0), ILU(1) and ILU(2). Subsection IV-A will also give some features on the cost of a computational task (one row factorization) depending on the ILU level of fill parameter.
• For the parameterized aggregation heuristics, we select the parameter values leading to the best performance result. With natural ordering, we can use the Cache Oriented algorithm because of particular DAG structure. With nested dissection ordering, the Cache Oriented algorithm can't be used, so we use the Depth Front algorithm with a high value.
In all tables, best results are represented in bold. 
A. ILU(k) Factorization Step
The first test series is performed on the ILU(k) factorization step on a single 4-core socket (Tables III, IV) .
With aggregation disabled the task-parallel ILU(0) factorization is always slower than the sequential version. This is due to the additional cost of task management. Tasks duration for CUBE 100 in ILU(0) is only 50 ns and 240 ns for SPE10, but one task management duration is approximately 500 ns. In ILU(2), tasks are bigger, their duration is 600 ns for CUBE 100 and 1.7 μs for SPE10 but it's not bigger enough to consider task management negligible. Another important aspect of the ILU factorization and triangular solve is that on our testbed machine the algorithm speed-up is bounded by the memory bandwidth: Therefore the maximum theoretical speed-up achievable by such algorithms on several cores is less than the number of cores used.
With aggregation enabled and CD(4) coarse strategy string, we now reduce the number of tasks to 2,500 with a task duration 400 times bigger. In ILU(0) we achieve a moderate speed-up of 2. ILU(2) factorization achieves a better speed-up of 3. The Front algorithm is not as effective as the Depth Front in this test case, because it doesn't aggregate tasks with continuous lines, which cause many cache misses.
With the Front algorithm (F(32)) in ILU(0) with natural ordering, we aggregate a maximum of 157 tasks together and, on average, we aggregate only 53 tasks. With two 4-core sockets (Tables V, VI) , the parallel ILU(0) again performs slower than sequential execution when aggregation is disabled. With aggregation enabled, the ILU(0) achieves a speed-up of 3. ILU(2) achieves a speed-up of 6.2. 
B. Triangular Solve Step
The triangular solve step is itself composed of two parts: A forward substitution followed by a backward substitution. The DAG of the forward substitution is identical to the DAG of the factorization step mentioned in the previous section. Thus we can reuse the same coarse DAG. In our test cases, the DAG of the backward substitution part is the transpose of the DAG of the forward substitution. Here again, the factorization coarse DAG can thus straightforwardly be reused. In total we have twice more tasks in triangular solve than in factorization.
The weight of operations done in triangular solve elementary tasks is lighter than their factorization task counterparts. Tests on a single 4-core socket (Tables VII, VIII) show that the parallel triangular solve is always slower than the sequential version with task aggregation disabled. With aggregation enabled, we obtain a speedup of 2. On two 4-core sockets (Tables IX, X) , with task aggregation disabled, only the SPE10 test achieves a speedup greater than 1. With aggregation enabled, a speedup of 2.52 is achieved on ILU(0) and a speedup of 4.14 is achieved on ILU(2). 
C. Aggregation Overhead
This section evaluates the overhead caused by the task aggregation step for several aggregation algorithm instances. As mentioned in the test description above, the fine-grain DAG generated from the test cases amount to about 1 million nodes for each matrix. The number of edges increases when the parameter k of ILU(k) preconditioner increases (see Table II ). This aggregation step is performed only once for each matrix. Then, the coarsened DAG is reused as long as the sparse pattern of the matrix is unchanged. In classical numerical simulation, the mesh on which the equations are discretized does not change through the simulation, only the coefficients of the linear system are changing: This means that the aggregation step is typically done only once while the factorization and triangular solves are called a large number of times (several thousand of times). The time spent in the task aggregation (Table XI) is then usually negligible compared to the time spent in the factorizations and triangular solves. On average, applying CD(4) Coarse String takes 1.5 s on a DAG with 1 million of nodes and applying D(400) takes 3.5 s.
For CD(4) aggregation we won on average 0.22 s per factorization and 0.31 s per triangular solve compared to not doing aggregation. So after only 3 combinations of factorization and triangular solve, the aggregation become profitable.
For D(400) aggregation we won in average 0.28 s per factorization and 0.49 s per triangular solve. So after only 5 combinations of factorization and triangular solve, the aggregation becomes profitable.
V. NUMA
In this section, we further improve on the previous results by taking into account the NUMA (Non Uniform Memory Access) characteristics of the testbed machine: Both 4-core sockets have a faster access to their own memory bank than to the opposite socket's memory bank (Fig. 4) .
In a general way, a program allocates memory from a virtual address space split into pages. Each page used by the program is transparently mapped to a physical memory location. Thus, some virtual pages can also be moved from one physical location to another one, while the virtual/physical mapping is transparently updated accordingly to the operating system without affecting the execution of user level programs. However, the physical location of virtual page may impact the program performance on NUMA architectures, depending on the connectivity between the physical memory bank where a page is located and the socket core that is accessing this memory bank. The NUMA memory allocation policy is defined by the operating system. With Linux, at least the following three memory policies are generally available:
• First Touch: Memory is allocated on the bank next to the core which accessed the data first. This is the default policy.
• Bind: Memory is allocated on a specific bank.
• Interleaved: Memory allocations are interleaved among all the banks available.
On Linux, these policies can be set either through the mbind system call, or with the numactl command line tool.
Other operating system may come with their own specific sets of NUMA memory allocation policies. Solaris, for instance, also provides the next-touch [18] policy. When this policy is selected, a memory page is moved to the bank close to the core that subsequently accesses it.
A. Interleaved Memory Allocation Policy
When the interleaved policy is selected, Linux uniformly distributes newly allocated physical pages among all available NUMA banks, following a round robin scheme. While having very little impact on the applicative code, the interleave policy often shows some effectiveness in mitigating NUMA overheads in the general case, because it distributes the required memory bandwidth over the various memory banks. Thus, it is usually worthwhile to experiment with it, before investigating the NUMA issue further.
The following tables show the performance results obtained after enabling the interleaved memory allocation policy. We first test this method using Intel TBB as the lowlevel runtime under the Taggre layer described in previous section (Tables XII to XV) .
While the results we obtain show an improved speed-up with TBB and interleaved policy, it should be noted that sequential runs with interleaved policy are of course worse, because of memory access penalties introduced by NUMA. When comparing interleaved page allocation with first-touch allocation, we get an average improvement of 3.5 % on ILU(k) preconditioner and 6.2 % on triangular solve with two 4-core sockets. These improvements could be further enhanced by taking into account the locality of data used by tasks within the task scheduler. This is the purpose of the following section. 
VI. NUMA AWARE SCHEDULING
In order to easily experiment with NUMA-aware task scheduling, we implemented our own basic NUMA task scheduler. We call this scheduler "Nas" (NUMA Aware Scheduler) in the remainder of this paper.
Nas design is similar to TBB, in that, tasks are objects containing an execute method and some extra information such as dependencies. We add NUMA node affinity into tasks objects to allow Nas scheduling tasks with the best affinity. This NUMA affinity can be strict or not. In strict mode, the tasks can only be executed on one NUMA node. In flexible mode, tasks are executed in priority on the specified NUMA, but can also be executed somewhere else if needed.
In Nas, threads of the same NUMA node share the same container of tasks, unlike other runtimes that use one deque per thread. When a task becomes available, it is put into the container corresponding to its NUMA affinity if set, otherwise a round robin algorithm is used by default. Because of thread concurrency over the container, we didn't choose a simple deque but rather an optimized structure which allows multiple operations at the same time.
Nas also provides control over data allocation and distribution among NUMA banks, as well as memory block moves among NUMA banks.
Nas and Taggre are designed to cooperate together, with Taggre being responsible for the DAG preprocessing, and Nas acting as the runtime back-end. Both tools also cooperate together in controlling the placement of tasks on the NUMA platform: The aggregation operator is called using the Front algorithm with the number of NUMA nodes as parameter.
A. NUMA helpers
Nas has some NUMA helpers. The first helper is a function to allocate data and distribute it over all NUMA banks. This is equivalent to starting a static parallel for with OpenMP and First Touch policy activated, but in our case we have simplified this through a single function call. This helper is mainly useful for vector allocation.
The second helper is a function to move data between NUMA banks. The user registers the piece of data and where he wants to move it. This helper is basically a wrapper for the move pages system call. It automatically splits memory address and size into a set of memory addresses aligned to page boundaries. This helper can be combined with Taggre to distribute data by taking into account data access over computation time. Thus, using Nas in conjunction with Taggre is a very convenient way to manage NUMA seamlessly in a task driven parallelization. Indeed, we provide a single function that uses the Taggre DAG to perform an allocate or move memory pages of the data in order to balance the work between sockets in accordance with the DAG. The task affinity with the sockets where its data are allocated is then used by the scheduler to minimize the NUMA penalties. More details are given in the next section.
B. Nas with Taggre
In order to optimize memory distribution, one can use the DAG of Taggre, and Nas as runtime. In most cases, tasks have data from other tasks to read in input and produce data for other tasks in output. By distributing tasks over NUMA nodes, we can indirectly distribute the data production. In most cases, the NUMA penalty of a write access is worst than the NUMA penalty of a read access. The tasks distribution is done with the Front algorithm and the number of NUMA nodes as parameter (Fig. 5) .
Then we need to match the NUMA locality of data with the NUMA affinity of tasks which use it by moving physical pages on the right NUMA bank. To do this, we simulate an execution of the DAG with a user defined function. This function is called for each task and must register data write in the task to express that it should be brought them closer.
In the case of GMRES, we distribute the row of the matrix following the DAG. All vectors used during triangular solve are allocated using the first NUMA helper.
C. Result
On a single 4-core socket, the Nas scheduler delivers results very similar to those of TBB because no NUMA is involved. On our NUMA platform with two 4-core sockets, the Nas scheduler delivers better results than TBB. On the factorization step, we achieve an improvement from 1 to 40 % (Tables XII, XIII). On the triangular solve step, the improvement obtained with the Nas scheduler is 12.36 % on average (Tables XIV, XV).
On Cube 100 case, one can notice that the interleaved memory allocation method gives better results than using our NUMA aware allocator. This is due to the fact that in the triangular solve, a task accesses the matrix data and some part of the vector. The problem is that the matrix is allocated using the second NUMA helper allocator (described in Subsection VI-A) whereas the vector is allocated using the first NUMA helper allocator (optimized for the matrix-vector product). Hence, the memory accesses to the vector are not optimized in the triangular solve and the interleaved memory allocation method gives better results in average. One can see that in the case SPE10 where each entry of the matrix is a dense block (3, 3) , the memory accesses to the vector are more neglectable and in this case the NUMA allocator is better.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Today, popular frameworks like Intel TBB or OpenMP offer a task based programming interface that allows to easily parallelize algorithms in shared memory. In this paper, we have presented some improvements to these task-based parallelization frameworks in order to cope with the problem of expressing an algorithm with a suitable task grain size and with the problem of Non Uniform Memory Accesses that degrades performance. In its current prototype state, our framework does not fully automate the selection of an optimal grain size. However, it significantly helps the programmer by proposing a simple interface to deal with DAG coarsening.
We have shown the benefits of this work on the parallelization of a sparse ILU preconditioner which is a challenging application with respect to task grain tuning and NUMA effect to an Intel TBB implementation. To improve even more the NUMA aspects, we are working on improving the task scheduler with cache-aware hierarchical scheduling support using a similar approach as the one implemented in the Bubblesched thread scheduler [19] .
